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 run install & run run install & run run install & run run Kartagis: --sort never matters nacc: running apt install first, not installing
yet Kartagis: --sort can be used to sort after all yeah, i want to replace in the middle of the string make it more effecient so is the

default string command sed a string replace command or something else? yea i found it, so sed -i "s/foo/bar/" filename.conf
thanks! You're welcome hi guys. I have a question: I have one issue on my ubuntu server. All the domain on that computer went
down because of some sudden power failure. I can access by C&C on this computer but i can't to access this server. Is there a
way to fix this? i have access to this computer but i can't access to my ubuntu server @ guest6789 if you have access to that

computer then you can open the connections @ Guest6789 Guest6789: do you have access to the router? @stevie I can access
by ssh @nacc yeah I can login on my router. I don't know how to give ssh access to my ubuntu @ Guest6789 Is this really a

server question? I think you should have a web server and a ftp server? Guest6789: I have no idea what your setup is, I don't see
why that is a server question. @stevie I have virtual hosts on my ubuntu server Guest6789: then you would ssh into the server

and use hostname.domain.com @Guest6789 what web server do you 520fdb1ae7
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